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Preliminary results on 0 production using single and dimuon events produced in 
pp cdi.ion* St J; = I.8 nv, are prc.mtcd hm the D@ experiment @.I FNAL. Rcaufl. 
Ron, indusiv. muon and Jill studic, are romparcd LO ‘he theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The B-production cross section has been calculated in next-to-leading order 
[I]. Although the DO experiment is optimized to do high p, physics, lhe large b& 
cr”Js SPCLi”” or 5 50 pb at J; = I.8 TeV can be used to study the b production 
mechanisms. The inclusive single muon Rnd J/$ cross sections as a lunclion 4 
muon lransv~rse momentum p;’ and pseudorapidity rf can be used to infw tbc bb 
cross section which wm then be directly compared to QCD +ulalions. The ~hafx 
of the rapidity distribution can be used to constrain the gluon distribution function. 

2. DO DETECTOR 

The DO detector 121 is a large general purpwe detector with nu cenlral mag- 
relic field. It is oplimized for the detection and measurement of muons, electrons, 
jets and missing Irnnswrse energy. Thr detector con&ts of tracking chambers, R 
transilion radiation deleclor, n highly srgmentcd liquid-argon uranium c&rim&r 
with goad energy resolution and an extensiw array al muon deteclors with thick 
magnetized iron absorber to provide sufficient momentum measurement and mini- 
mize backgrounds {From hadron punchthrough. 

The muon system consirls of fire separate solid-iron toroids with diKerrnt 
sets of proportional drift t”brs (PDT’sf IO n~cas~rc track cnordinatrs down I,, 101 
01 2 3.3. The muon momentum is mrasnred 1,~ its bend in the 1.8 Tcsla field 4 
Ibe toroid. MulLiple Coulomb srallering limit,s t,hr mucrn mwmntnm wwhnlinn 
lo 2 20%. The spatial resolut~ion 01 iOn pm is currenllg IinGted fry the srcurar: 
oi llw geometric alignment. Trst bran data indicates that thp intrinsic diliusion 
limit, is z 200 pm. The central tracking CJIR~IIPI. is used Iv identify mwx~s cuming 
from the vertex. The calorimeter rovrragr atends down tu 1q1 of : 4.4 and is 
wed to measure jets associated with lhe muon. The Lola1 int,eraclinn length (A) 
lor the calorimeter plus the toroid varies from 13.18 ,4 and reduces the hadron 
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Figure 1: Overall efficiency for muons with Iq) c I 

puncblhrough to negligible level in the final data sample. 

3. INCLUSIVE MUON CROSS SECTION 

3.1. Event Seleelion 
The DO event selection consists of 3 levels of trigger 121 which reduces z 

43 mb [3] of inelastic cross section to 2 Hz of data written to magnetic tape. The 
Level 0 tiigger selects inelastic collisions from beam-beam scintiltator coincidences 
and measures the vertex position. Depending on the detector geometry, Level I 
hardware muon trigger requires 2 bits in either 2 or 3 layers of the muon system 
horn the hit information stored in the muon latch bit in a coarse road 01 60 cm 
width. The efficiency of the Level 1 muon trigger for a high p’; is =z 60%, where the 
losses are mostly geometric. The Level 2 software muon trigger requires a “good” 
muon with p’;~> 3 GeV. 

9.2. Data Analysis 
Special muon runs were taken at tow luminosity for the inclusive muon cross 

sectton measurement. These runs used single muon triggers for 1 n / < 1, I < 1 7 I 
< 1.7 and 2.2 < / q 1 < 3.3, with integrated luminosities of 100nbm’, 10nb.-‘, and 
6nb-‘respectively. Almost 70% of the data for the regions 1 q 1 < 1 and 1 < 17 1 < 
1.7 has been analyzed and is presented here. 

For the ofline analysis the muon was required to have p:,> 5 GeV. Quality 
cuts require that: the muon has hits in all the threr Iavers of the muon system; 
the muon track matches with a central detector track; the candidate has ai least 
1 GeV energy deposition in the catorimrter; the muon has good impact parameter 
vertex projection in both bend and non~bend views; the muon track passes cosmic 
rcjcction cuts and is synchronized within 100”s of the beam crossing t,ime. 

For single muon analysis the overall efficiency was evaluated using ISAJET 
b&- ,,X Monte Carlo events. These wents were put through a cornpI& GEANT 
detector simulation, Level 1 and Level 2 trigger simulators, full reconstruction, and 
offline cuts. As shown in Figure 1, the overall efficiency is 26% for p;‘,> 5 GeV and 
1~1) < 1. For muons in 1 < / 7 I < 1.7, it is 18%. 

3.3. Resuh and Discussion 
The inclusive muon cross section for 17) < I and 1 < 1’11 < 1.7 is shown in 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. The point to point systematic error on the 
cross section measurement are shown as error bars. The main sources 01 systematic 
error areerroron the luminosity measurement (12%) and the cosmic ray plus albedo 
backgrounds of ii 10% for 1’)) < 1 and = 20% lor 1 < I’ll < t.7. There is an additional 
overall uncertainty ol 30% due to, as yet poorly understood detector efficiencies. 
The data has been compared to (NLO) ISAJET Monk Carlo predictions. Figures 
2(a) and 2(b) show separately the predicted contribution to the cross section Irrm 
b- pS , c- pX. and 1 or K decays, as well as their summed contribution. 

though 
The shape al the p:’ spectrum is in good agreement with .zxpectalion. Al- 
no jet was required either in the trigger or the analysis. it was found that 

nearly 70% of the events have jets associated with them, suggesting that most of 
the events are indeed from b decays as expected. Work is in progress to decrease 
the systematic errors and to extract the bb cross section. 
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Figure 2: Indusiv. muon cross sections lo,: (a) 1’11 < 1; (6) 1 < 1’11 < 1.7 

4. INCLUSIVE J/e CROSS SECTION 

4.1. Event Selection 

For the J/j study it was required that the event have two muons at both 
Level 1 and Level 2 trigger with p:’ > 3 GeV at Level 2. 

I..?. Doto Anolyrir 
In the offline analysis two good quality muons were required in the fiducial 

volume 1 ‘I I < 0.8 with a dimuon transverse momentum p;‘!‘> 8 GeV. In addition 
both muons were required to be consistent with reconstructed vertex position and 
to have a calorimeter energy deposition consistent with a minimum ionizing particle 
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and not back to back in ‘I and r$ (A@< L?O’ and a$< 160’). 

4.3. Resulf~ and Diacuasion 
Figuree 3(a) and 3(b) respeclively show the dimuon mass spectrum fw nun- 

isolated and isolated muons for unlike and like sign muon pairs for an integrated 
luminosity of 7 pb-‘. isolation is defined to be a muon pair with no jet (with jet 
conr size AR = J&q’ .+ AqV = 0.7 and Ei!‘> 8 GeV) within AR 3.7 of the either 
of the muons. If one or both of the muons are within a jet, it is defined to be a 
non-is&&d muon pair. Unlike sign muons dearly show a J/J, peak lor both the 
samples. The Upsilon (T) peak is also evident in the unlike sign isolated dimuon 
pairs but not in the non-isolated pairs. The like sign muon spectrum displays no 
r?w”ant structure. 
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Figure 3: “dike-sign (unshaded) and libe sign (shaded) inuariml mms &Jr: (a) 
non-irolstrd and (b) kolakd dimuonr. 

The J/d mass distribution for both isolated and non-is&led muon was 
fitted with a Gaussian signal plus R polynomial background to mat& the tail of 
distribution well beyond the .I/$ peak region. The estimated number of .I/+ events 
is 138t I5 from 3.5 $‘of data. The acceptance times efficiency for .I/$ *as evalu~ 
aled using ISAJET Monte Carlo events, passed through a complete Geant detector 
simulation, Level 1 and Level 2 trigger simulators, full reconstruction and offline 
cuts. The overall efficiency as a function of pi of the J/+ is shown in Figure 4(a). 
The bands show the present rystwmtic uncertainty in the efficiency measurement. 
Figure 4(b) shows the inclusive J/4 cross section. The experimental results arc 
compared to (NLO) ISAJET Monte Carlo predictions for .I/$ production from di- 
rect charmonium production (CPM), bbar production (BPM) and the sum of two 
processes 11,4). The data points are shown with statistical errors only and lie sip- 
nificantly above the ISAJET predictions. Furlher study of the data is in progress 
and the present overall norm&se&n uncertainty is - 100% (See Fig 4(a)). 
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Figure 4: (a) Owrs” a6icicnc~ far J/11; (b) lnclusivc J/(mo.r s.c,ion. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The DQ experiment has just completed its first run and has accumulated 
nearly 15 pb-‘of data. Using a limited data set we have measured the inclusive muon 
and the inclusive .I/* cross-sections. The preliminary results are in agreement with 
the expectation of the Monte Carlo models. However, at present the error analysis 
is at primitive atage and further work is required to analyze the full data set and 
complete the error analysis before we can calculate the b6 crcm section. 
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